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Англи хэл 12-р анги
Вариант A

PART I

SECTION 1. USE OF ENGLISH

Read the following sentences and choose the correct answer to complete each sentence.
1. Hurry up! We only have _______ time before the coach leaves.

A. some B. a few C. a little D. no
2. The roller coaster was _____ . I was thrilled.

A. amazed B. more amazing C. more amazed D. amazing
3. My camera _______ and I _____ all the photographs from my last trip.

A. was stolen / lost B. was stolen / was lost
C. had been lost / lost D. stole / was

4. My communication skill __________ better and I’m glad to get a job soon.
A. is getting B. are getting C. gets D. getting

5. My friend is fond ____ fast food.
A. about B. with C. on D. of

Choose the grammatically correct sentence
6. The guide said: “The travelers didn’t visit museums because of coronavirus.”

A. The guide said that the travelers hadn’t been visiting museums because of coronavirus.
B. The guide said that the travelers haven’t visited museums because of coronavirus.
C. The guide said that the travelers hasn’t visited museums because of coronavirus.
D. The guide said that the travelers hadn’t visited museums because of coronavirus.

7. John said "I'm starting work for a new company next week”.
A. John said he was starting work for a new company the following week.
B. John said he was starting work for a new company next week.
C. John said he is starting work for a new company the following week.
D. John said that is starting work for a new company that week

SECTION 2. VOCABULARY

Read the following sentences and choose the most appropriate words to complete each
sentence.

8. Red really_______ you.
A. runs B. goes with C. fits D. suits

9. Dolphins are known for their_____ and sensitivity. They can even understand a human
language.

A. action B. intelligence
C. significance D. weakness

10. Can I have a______ of water?
A. glass B. bag C. box D. can
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Read the definition and choose the correct answer.
11. a sport or activity in which you swim underwater using an air tank and a special

breathing machine that you strap on your body
A. swimming B. scuba diving C. skydiving D. sailing

12. a competition in which teams of people, often students, discuss a subject and the team that is
judged to make the best arguments wins

A. debate B. discussion C. talks D. negotiation
13. a person who knows and is able to use several languages

A. lingual B. monolingual C. bilingual D. polyglot

Choose the correct answer.
14. What does IELTS mean?

A. Intensive English Linguistic Teaching Science
B. International English Language Testing System
C. Intentional English Logistic Training System
D. International English Linguistic Testing System

15. What does TOEFL mean?
A. Test of English as a Foreign Language
B. Testing of English a Foreign Language
C. Teaching of English as a Foreign Language
D. Teaching of English as a Foreign Linguistics

SECTION 3. COMMUNICATION

Read the conversations and choose the best answers.
16. Woman: I’m trying to move this cupboard, but it’s very heavy.

Man: ______________.
A. OK, I am expecting your help
B. Well, I’ll help you then
C. I think I will help them someday.
D. No problem. Everything will be better.

17. Mother: What time do you want dinner?
Daughter: __________________________.

A. I like sushi. B. I don’t think so.
C. That’s a good idea. D. Oh, any time you like.

18. Mother: You can't go out skiing today, Bob. It's warm again and there is no snow.
Bob: ______
Mother: Don't worry. Today is not the last day of the winter. You'll have a chance to ski.

A. Well, that's a pity. B. I'm very glad.
C. I don't like to ski. D. I was not going to ski today.

19. Jon: How much is this?
Shop assistant: You mean the large one or the small one?
Jon: The large one.
Shop assistant: They're on special this week. They've been reduced to five dollars.
Jon: Is this the only kind you have?
Shop assistant: No. We have some that are different in style but not in colour.

They're over there. Do you see the sign?
Jon: Oh yes. I think I'll look at those over there before I decide.
Shop assistant: Very well. Just take your time.
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What does the shop assistant mean?
A. The large one is five dollars.
B. The large one is a very special one.
C. The shop assistant doesn't want to show the large one.
D. The large one is on sale this week.

Read the paragraph and choose the sentence which states the main idea .
20. Passing fears are common in early childhood. Many 2- to 4-year-olds are afraid of animals,

especially dogs. By 6 years old, children are more likely to be afraid of the dark. Other common
fears are of thunderstorms, doctors, and imaginary creatures. The list includes a variety of fear
types.

A. Passing fears are common in early childhood.
B. Many 2- to 4-year-olds are afraid of animals, especially dogs.
C. By 6 years, children are more likely to be afraid of the dark.
D. Other common fears are of thunderstorms, doctors, and imaginary creatures.

SECTION 4. READING

Read the passage and choose the correct answer from A, B, C or D.
21. Read the text and choose the best title.

A. A key to Success B. The pioneer
C. Woman’s struggle for Equal Right D. Story of two Women Doctors

Elizabeth Blackwell was born in England in 1821 and immigrated to New York City when she was
ten years old. She wanted to become a doctor. That was nearly impossible for a woman in the middle of
the nineteenth century. After writing many letters seeking admission to medical schools, she was finally
accepted when she was twenty-four years old. She also gave music lessons for her tuition fee.

In 1849, after graduation from the medical school, she decided to start her further education in
Paris. She wanted to be a surgeon, but a serious eye infection forced her to abandon the idea.

Upon returning to the United States, she found it difficult to start her own practice because she was a
woman. By 1857, Elizabeth and her sister managed to open a new hospital, the first for women and
children. Besides being the first female physician in the United States and founding her own hospital,
she also established the first medical school for women.
Read the text again and choose the best answer

22. When did she immigrate to New York City?
A. 1821 B. 1831 C. 1845 D. 1849

23. How old was Elizabeth Blackwell when she graduated from medical school?
A. 10 B. 21 C. 24 D. 28

24. Why couldn’t Elizabeth pursue her dream of becoming a surgeon?
A. She couldn’t get admitted to medical school.
B. She decided to further her education in Paris.
C. Her eye infection influenced her to give up the idea.
D. It was difficult for her to start a practice in the United States.

25. Besides being the first female physician in the United States, _____ .
A. she also established the first medical school for women
B. she also taught music lesson to earn money
C. she wanted to set up women’s equal rights movement
D. she was the first woman who was accepted as a doctor in England
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PART II

2.1. Match the correct word form that best fits in each definition.
a. recharge 1. to fill with electricity
b. experimental 2. the outer or top part or layer of something
c. surface 3. electricity obtained from the sun's radiation
d. solar energy 4. the materials provided from the earth
e. natural resources 5. relating to tests, especially scientific ones

2.2. Choose the correct phrases in the sentences.

The television
The invention with the (a) _____ impact was probably the television. It (b) _____ by a Scottish man,
John Logie Baird. The first televised pictures were sent over a short distance in 1924, and then his
invention was formally demonstrated at the Royal Institute two years (c) ____ . The pictures on the
screen were not (d) _____, but the viewers could see that they were human faces, and they could see
their (e) _____ opening and closing. In 1928, images were sent from Britain to America, and later, to a
ship 1,500 miles out to sea. In the same year, the first colour images were sent. The first ‘seeing-in sets’
were sold that same year. For £25 (£1000 in today’s money), people in their homes could watch moving
images that were sent from a broadcasting station.

a. 1. big 2. bigger 3. biggest 4. more big
b. 1. was invented 2. was inventing 3. had invented 4. invented
c. 1. before 2. later 3. away 4. beyond
d. 1. clear 2. dark 3. dirty 4. sharp
e. 1. teeth 2. ears 3. month 4. eyes
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